PIRATE TREASURE CHEST UNIT

READ:
Read the books in the treasure chest. If they are AR books you can take a test on them. All of them are for you to read and enjoy.

WRITE:
- write a story about a pirate and his parrot
- make a list of pirate words
- Choose a writing worksheet to do

ACTIVITY:
- Complete the treasure map
- Make a pirate mask
- Complete the pirate word search
- Put the pirate picture cards in ABC order

CHALLENGE:
- Draw a pirate ship

LOOKING FOR MORE TREASURE? EXTRA ACTIVITIES:
- Talk Like a Pirate
- Online Treasure Hunt
- Watch and listen to a silly pirate song from VeggieTales
- Find more books to read
One of the things that we read about is a captain making a sailor walk the plank. Write four punishments that you hate.

1. _____________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________
Captain Pegleg loves to read treasure maps. Write a story about his finding a treasure map on the back of this page.
Add your own details to make this a great treasure map.
Captain Jones loves to read. Make a list of books you like to read.

1.______________________________________________________
2.______________________________________________________
3.______________________________________________________
4.______________________________________________________
5.______________________________________________________
Pirate

1. Color
2. Cut around face.

Make a pirate’s mask.
Pirate Word Search - Find hidden words below

skull  crossbones  galleon  cannon
sabre  treasure  chest  map
pirates  jolly  songs  sailing
parrot  eyepatch  pegleg  hook
gunpowder  bounty

---

The image contains a pirate-themed word search puzzle. The words are hidden in a grid, and the solution includes words like skull, crossbones, galleon, cannon, sabre, treasure, chest, map, pirates, jolly, songs, sailing, parrot, eyepatch, pegleg, hook, and gunpowder, bounty.
Draw a pirate ship-
pirate
sword
ship
galleons
ocean
cargo
skull & crossbones
crew
treasures
flags
gold
rowboat